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Purpose: MORC4 has recently been characterized as a breast cancer-associated anti-

apoptotic oncoprotein. In the current study, we explored its downstream regulation in luminal

A/B breast tumors.

Materials and Methods: Bioinformatic prediction was performed using data from The

Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA)-breast cancer (BRCA). Cellular and molecular studies were

conducted using luminal A/B representative MCF-7 and BT-474 cell lines.

Results: ENST00000355610.8 (encoding MORC4a isoform) was the dominant transcript in

breast cancer. ChIP-qPCR and dual-luciferase assay confirmed two STAT3-binding sites in

the MID2 promoter in both MCF-7 and BT-474 cells. Co-IP confirmed an interaction

between MORC4 and STAT3. ChIP-qPCR data indicated that MORC4 inhibition led to

remarkably decreased enrichment of the STAT3-binding MID2 promoter segments.

MORC4 overexpression significantly elevated BCL-2 expression in MCF-7 cells and

increased their resistance to adriamycin (ADM), 5-fluorouracil (5-FU), and cisplatin

(DDP). MID2 inhibition largely abrogated MORC4-induced drug-resistance. However, the

drug-resistant phenotype was rescued by overexpressing MID2-MT that was resistant to

MID2 siRNA.

Conclusion: This study revealed a novel regulatory mechanism of MORC4 on MID2

expression via STAT3-mediated transcriptional activation. This regulatory axis might confer

increased chemoresistance to breast cancer cells.
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Introduction
Currently, chemotherapy is still the standard therapeutic strategy applied for breast

cancer patients with triple-negative, HER2-positive, or advanced luminal tumors when

resistance to endocrine therapy occurs.1 The basic mechanism of anti-cancer drugs is to

induce apoptosis-related cell death networks to eliminate tumor cells.2 However,

activation of anti-apoptotic signalings and subsequent chemoresistance often occur in

the ongoing treatment, leading to therapeutic failure and eventually death.3 Therefore,

a thorough understanding of the endogenous factors leading to intrinsic or acquired

chemoresistance is critical for improving therapeutic outcomes.

MORC family CW-type zinc finger proteins are a highly conserved nuclear

protein superfamily constituting of four members (MORC1/2/3/4). These proteins

have nuclear matrix binding domains and thus have been considered as putative

transcriptional regulation factors.4 Some recent studies observed that they might act
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as critical regulators during cancer development.4,5

Among the family members, MORC4 upregulation might

serve as a biomarker of some diffuse large B-cell

lymphomas.6 The oncogenic effects of MORC4 were

also reported in breast cancer. Its overexpression confers

malignant phenotypes to breast cancer cells, including

increased cell viability, migration, and invasion, as well

as decreased apoptosis of multiple breast cancer cell

lines.7,8 By upregulating BCL-2 and downregulating

BAD expression, MORC4 reduces the apoptosis of breast

cancer cells.7,8 Therefore, its dysregulation might be an

important contributor to chemoresistance. However, the

downstream regulation network of MORC4 in breast can-

cer is still mysterious.

Midline2 (MID2) is an ubiquitin-conjugating E2 enzyme

that is involved in tumor development and has a physical

interaction with breast cancer 1, early-onset (BRCA1).9 One

previous study found that MID2 is overexpressed in breast

cancer and might be a prognostic biomarker.10 MID2 knock-

down resulted in decreased proliferation rates of MCF-7 and

MDA-MB-231 cells in vitro and in vivo10 In this work, we

explored the regulatory network of MORC4 in breast cancer

by bioinformatic prediction and following molecular/cellular

studies. Our findings suggested that MORC4 could recruit

STAT3 to the promoter region ofMID2 and drive its expres-

sion. Activation of this pathway enhanced the chemoresis-

tance to breast cancer cells.

Materials and Methods
Bioinformatic Analysis Using Data from

the Cancer Genome Atlas-Breast Cancer

(TCGA-BRCA) and the Genotype-Tissue

Expression (GTEx)
Data extraction from TCGA-BRCA and GTEx was as

described in our previous study.11

Prediction of Genes Co-Expressed and

Proteins Interacted with MORC4
The proteins that might physically interact with MORC4

and genes co-expressed with MORC4 were predicted using

GeneMANIA.12

Cell Culture and Treatment
MCF-7 (luminal A representative) and BT-474 (luminal

B representative) cell lines were cultured as we previously

described.11 Lentiviral MORC4 expression plasmid

(MORC4-OE); lentiviral MORC4 expression plasmid

with FLAG tag (MORC4-FLAG); lentiviral STAT3 expres-

sion plasmid with HA tag (STAT3-HA); lentiviral MID2

shRNA based on a validated inhibiting sequence from

Sigma Aldrich (sh-MID2, 5ʹ-CGAGCGAATTGCTTG

CCAATT-3ʹ); lentiviral MID2 expression plasmid with

silent mutations of shRNA binding sites (MID2-MT-OE);

MORC4 siRNAs (#1, 5ʹ-GCTTTGGCTTTACAGATAA

-3ʹ; #2, 5ʹ-GCAAGAAACACATGGGTTA-3ʹ and #3, 5ʹ-C

CATCCATGTTACCTGCAA-3ʹ), STAT3 siRNAs (#1, 5ʹ-G

CAACAGATTGCCTGCATT-3ʹ; #2, 5ʹ-CCCGTCAACAA

ATTAAGAA-3ʹ and #3, 5ʹ-GGTACAACATGCTGAC

CAA-3ʹ) were produced by GeneChem Co., Ltd.

(Shanghai, China). Empty lentiviral plasmids (Vector),

vector carrying scramble shRNA (Sh-NC), and scramble

siRNA were used as controls. Recombinant lentiviruses

production was described previously.11

For si-RNA transfection, cells were co-transfected using

either 20 pmol siRNA and 1 μg of different PGL3 promoter

constructs (24-well plate) or 75 pmol siRNA only, using

Lipofectamine 3000 (Invitrogen). Adriamycin (ADM),

5-fluorouracil (5-FU), and cisplatin (DDP) were purchased

from Sigma-Aldrich (Sigma, MO, USA).

Western Blot Analysis
Conventional Western blot analysis was conducted, as we

described previously.11 Primary antibodies used include

anti-MORC4 (1:2500, HPA000395, Merck, Darmstadt,

Germany); anti-p-STAT3 (pTyr705, 1:1000, SAB4504541,

Merck), anti-STAT3 (1:1000, SAB4300327, Merck), anti-

BCL-2 (1:1000, ab59348, Abcam, Cambridge, MA, USA),

anti-MID2 (1:1000, ab14749, Abcam). Protein band inten-

sities were quantified using ImageJ (National Institutes of

Health, Bethesda, MD, USA). The intensity of each band

was normalized to the value of β-actin. Each Western blot

analysis was repeated in triplicate.

Quantitative RT-PCR (qRT-PCR) Analysis
Total RNA extracted from cells were subjected to reverse

transcription and were subjected to qRT-PCR analysis, as

we described previously.11 The following primers were

used: human MORC4, 5ʹ-TGACCTTTACCGATGATGG

ATGT-3ʹ (forward) and 5ʹ- CAAAGACCCCAATGGGA

CACT-3 (reverse); human STAT3, 5ʹ-ATCACGCCTTCTA

CAGACTGC-3ʹ (forward) and 5ʹ- CATCCTGGAGATTC

TCTACCACT-3 (reverse); human MID2, 5ʹ-GGGGGCG

TAGCATCATAGTA-3ʹ (forward) and 5ʹ-TGTGAGCTGG

CTTCATTGAG-3 (reverse); human ACTB, 5ʹ-CACCATT
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GGCAATGAGCGGTTC’-3 (forward) and 5ʹ-AGGTCT

TTGCGGATGTCCACGT-3ʹ (reverse). Relative gene

expression was analyzed and calculated using the 2−ΔΔCT

method.

Prediction of STAT3-Binding Site in the

Promoter Region of MID2
The promoter sequence of MID2 was acquired from the

MID2 promoter clone in GeneCopoeia (ID: HPRM47307).

Then, the promoter sequence was scanned using JASPAR

(http://jaspar.genereg.net/) to identify potential STAT3-

binding sites, by setting the relative profile score threshold

to 80%.

Chromatin Immunoprecipitation

(ChIP)-qPCR
Chromatin Immunoprecipitation Kit (17–295, Merck

Millipore) was used according to the recommended proto-

col. The lysates were incubated with anti-STAT3 or IgG.

Immunoprecipitated DNA was collected using Protein

A beads and was purified after phenol extraction and was

used for qRT-PCR. Five sets of primers, including two sets

covering two STAT3-binding sites and three sets without

STAT3-binding sites were designed.

Co-Immunoprecipitation (Co-IP) Assay
The two breast cancer cell lines were co-infected with

MORC4-FLAG and STAT3-HA vectors for overexpres-

sion. 48 hrs later, cells were lysed for co-IP analysis to

detect their physical interaction. Co-IP procedures fol-

lowed the protocol introduced in our previous study.11

Dual-Luciferase Assay
The promoter region of MID2 and the truncated promoter

sequences were cloned in pGL3 basic vector (Promega,

Madison, WI, USA). MCF-7 and BT-474 cells were

seeded in 24-well plates at a density of 2 × 105 cells per

well. 24 hrs later, the cells were then transfected with

either 1 μg of empty pGL3 basic vector or the recombinant

vectors carrying MID2 promoter fragments, using

Lipofectamine 3000 (Invitrogen). 0.05 μg of pRL-CMV

vector was co-transfected. Then, cells were further cul-

tured for 48 h. After that, cells were lysed for detecting the

activity of firefly luciferase and Renilla luciferase, using

a dual-specific luciferase assay kit according to manufac-

turer’s instruction (#E1910, Promega), with a luminometer

(Promega).

Flow Cytometric Analysis
FITC Annexin VApoptosis Detection Kit (BD Pharmingen,

Franklin Lakes, NJ, USA) was used to test the apoptosis

rate, following the recommended protocol. 48 hrs after drug

treatment, cells were collected, rinsed, resuspended in bind-

ing buffer, and stained with Annexin V and PI solution.

Then, apoptosis was analyzed by BD FACSCelesta

(Becton Dickinson, San Jose, CA).

In vitro Drug Sensitivity Assay
Cell Counting Kit-8 (CCK-8) assay (Dojindo, Kumamoto,

Japan) was conducted to assess drug cytotoxicity, follow-

ing the method introduced in one previous study.13 In

brief, MCF-7 cells were seeded into 96-well plates at

a density of 3000 cells/well and were incubated for 48

h in 100 μL of medium with different concentrations of

anti-cancer drugs. The optical density (OD) at 450 nm was

measured. Drug concentration lethal to 50% of the cells

(IC50) was calculated. Each treatment was performed in

three replicate wells, with three parallel experiments.

Statistical Analysis
Data were reported as mean±SD, with GraphPad Prism

8.1.2 (GraphPad Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA) and SPSS

Statistics 25.0 (SPSS Inc., Chicago, IL, USA) used for

data analysis. One-way ANOVA with post hoc Tukey’s

multiple comparison test and Welch’s unequal variances

t-test were performed for multiple- and two-group com-

parisons, respectively. Kaplan-Meier OS curves were gen-

erated to compare the survival differences of patients with

the top and bottom quartile of gene expression. The Log-

rank test was applied for survival comparison. p<0.05 was

considered statistically significant.

Results
Bioinformatic Prediction of the Potential

Regulatory Network of MORC4 in Breast

Cancer
Alternative transcripts of MORC4 encoding different pro-

tein isoforms have been reported.6 Using RNA-seq data

from GTEx-normal breast and TCGA-BRCA, we exam-

ined the transcription profile of MORC4. Results showed

that ENST00000355610.8 (encoding MORC4a isoform)

was the dominant transcript in both normal and tumor

tissues (Figure 1A). Its expression was significantly upre-

gulated in basal-like, HER2+, luminal A and luminal

B tumors compared to normal breast tissues (Figure 1B).
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To explore the potential functional partners of MORC4,

we predicted its co-expressed genes and interacting pro-

teins using GeneMANIA (Figure 1C). The nine predicted

co-expressed genes were subjected to validation using

RNA-seq in TCGA (Figure 1D). By setting |Pearson’s

r|≥0.4 as the cutoff, we found that only MID2 was corre-

lated with ENST00000355610.8 expression. Subgroup

analysis showed that MID2 was only upregulated in lumi-

nal A/B tumors compared to normal breast (Figure 1E).

Correlation analysis confirmed a moderate positive corre-

lation (Person’s r >0.4) in these two subgroups

(Figure 1F). STAT3 is a predicted MORC4 interacting

protein (Figure 1C). Interestingly, correlation analysis

also confirmed a moderate positive correlation between

STAT3 and MID2 expression in luminal A/B tumors

(Pearson’s r=0.44, Figure 1G). K-M survival analysis con-

firmed that luminal A/B patients with the top quartile of

ENST00000355610.8 or MID2 expression had signifi-

cantly worse OS compared to the respective bottom quar-

tile group (Figure 1H and I). Previous studies reported that

MID2 could promote the proliferation of breast cancer

cells both in vitro and in vivo.10 These findings triggered

our interest to explore the potential regulation network

among MORC4, MID2, and STAT3 in luminal A/B

tumor cells.

MORC4 and STAT3 Positively Regulate

MID2 Expression in Luminal A/B Breast

Cancer Cells
To explore the potential influence of MORC4 and STAT3

on MID2 expression, the two cell lines were subjected to

MORC4 or STAT3 inhibition, respectively (Figure 2A

and B). QRT-PCR analysis confirmed that MORC4 or

Figure 1 Bioinformatic prediction of the potential regulatory network of MORC4 in breast cancer. (A) Comparison of the ratio of twoMORC4 transcript isoforms in breast

cancer and normal breast tissues, using data from TCGA-BRCA and GTEx-normal breast. (B) Subgroup analysis of ENST00000355610.8 expression in normal breast and

basal-like, HER2+, luminal A, and luminal B tumors. (C) Prediction of genes co-expressed/proteins interact with MORC4. (D) Validation of the correlation between 9

predicted co-expressed genes and ENST00000355610.8 expression, using data from TCGA-BRCA. (E) Subgroup analysis of MID2 expression in normal breast and basal-like,

HER2+, luminal A, and luminal B tumors. (F and G) A plot chart showing the correlation between ENST00000355610.8 and MID2 (F) and between STAT3 and MID2 (G)

expression in luminal A/B tumors. (H and I) K-M survival analysis of OS between luminal A/B patients with the top and bottom quartile of ENST00000355610.8 (H) or MID2
(I) expression. **p<0.01; ***p<0.001.
Abbreviation: n.s., not significant.
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STAT3 inhibition significantly reduced MID2 transcription

and translation in both MCF-7 and BT-474 cells

(Figure 2C–H). However, there was no mutual regulation

between MORC4 and STAT3 in these cell lines

(Figure 2E–H).

STAT3 Binds to and Activates MID2
Promoter
By prediction using JASPAR, we found two high potential

STAT3-binding sites in the MID2 promoter (Figure 3A). By

performing ChIP-qPCR assay, we found that the two pre-

dicted regions were enriched upon anti-STAT3 immunopre-

cipitation in both MCF-7 and BT-474 cells (Figure 3B–D),

suggesting that STAT3 might exert regulatory effects on

MID2 expression. To validate our hypothesis, different

lengths of the 5ʹ flanking region of MID2, including –1461/

+179, −1100/+179, and −400/+179 were cloned into

the pGL3-basic plasmid and transiently transfected into

MCF-7, and BT-474 cells. The luciferase constructs carrying

STAT3-binding sites exhibited higher luciferase comparing

to the pGL3-basic plasmid (Figure 3E). pGL3-(1461/+179)

with two STAT3-binding sites showed the highest luciferase

activity, whereas pGL3-(−1100/+179) had a reduced lucifer-

ase activity (Figure 3E). These findings suggest STAT3 could

activate the MID2 promoter via the two binding sites. To

further validate the influence of STAT3 on theMID2 promo-

ter activity, MCF-7 and BT-474 cells were co-transfected

with STAT3 siRNA or si-NC and recombinant pGL3

constructs with different MID2 promoter fragments. Results

showed that STAT3 inhibition significantly reduced the luci-

ferase activity of pGL3-(1461/+179) and pGL3-(−1100/
+179) (Figure 3F and G), but did not change the activity of

pGL3-(−400/+179) (Figure 3H).

MORC4 is Required for STAT3 Binding to

MID2 Promoter
To validate the predicted interaction between STAT3 and

MORC4, MCF-7 and BT-474 cells were infected for over-

expression of STAT3-HA or MORC4-FLAG alone or in

combination. Co-IP confirmed an interaction between

MORC4 and STAT3 (Figure 3I and J). Then, we investi-

gated whether MORC4 was required for the interaction

between STAT3 and MID2 promoter. ChIP-qPCR assays

were performed using anti-STAT3 in MCF-7 and BT-474

cells with or without MORC4 inhibition. Results showed

that cells with MORC4 inhibition had remarkably

decreased enrichment of the STAT3-binding MID2 promo-

ter regions (Figure 3K and L), suggesting an essential role

of MORC4 in STAT3 binding to MID2 promoter.

MID2 is a Major Downstream Modulator

of MORC4 in Chemoresistance of Breast

Cancer
Since both MORC4 andMID2 have well-established roles in

regulating cell proliferation, we then tested whether the

MORC4-MID2 regulatory axis could regulate the

Figure 2 MORC4 and STAT3 positively regulates MID2 expression in luminal A/B breast cancer cells. (A–D) QRT-PCR analysis of MORC4 (A), STAT3 (B) and MID2
(C and D) mRNA expression in MCF-7 and BT-474 cells subjected to MORC4 (A and C) or STAT3 (B and D) inhibition. E-H. Western blot analysis of MORC4, p-STAT3,

STAT3 and MID2 protein expression in MCF-7 (E and F) and BT-474 (G and H) cells subjected to MORC4 or STAT3 inhibition. **p<0.01; ***p<0.001.
Abbreviation: n.s., not significant.
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chemoresistance of breast cancer cells. MCF-7 cells were

subjected toMORC4 overexpression alone or in combination

with MID2 inhibition. MORC4 overexpression significantly

increasedMID2 expression, and also elevated BCL-2 expres-

sion (Figure 4A). MID2 inhibition largely abrogated

MORC4-induced BCL-2 upregulation (Figure 4A), which

Figure 3 MORC4 is required for STAT3-induced MID2 promoter activation and MID2 mRNA expression. (A) Schematic image showing the predicted STAT3-binding sites

(BS) in the promoter region of MID2. (B) Schematic image showing the location of the designed primer sets for ChIP-qPCR assay, by anti-STAT3 immunoprecipitation.

(C and D) ChIP-qPCR assays were performed using anti-STAT3 and control IgG antibodies in MCF-7 (C) and BT-474 (D) cells. Fold enrichment of the indicated regions of

the MID2 promoter was calculated. (E) The promoter activity of the MID2 gene was measured using a dual-luciferase reporter assay. MCF-7 and BT-474 cells were

transfected with pGL3-basic or reporter constructs carrying different lengths of the 5ʹ-flanking region of the MID2 promoter as indicated. (F–H) STAT3 depletion reduced

the activity of the MID2 promoter. MCF-7 and BT-474 cells were co-transfected with si-STAT3#3 or si-NC and reporter constructs carrying pGL3-(−1461/+179) (F), pGL3-
(−1100/+179) (G) and pGL3-(−400/+179). 48 h later, luciferase activity was determined. (I and J) Co-IP assay to investigate the potential binding between MORC4 (with

DDDDK tag) and STAT3 (with HA tag) in MCF-7 (I) and BT-474 (J) cells. (K and L) ChIP-qPCR assays were performed using anti-STAT3 in MCF-7 (K) and BT-474 (L) cells
with or without MORC4 inhibition. Fold enrichment of the indicated regions of the MID2 promoter was calculated. ***p<0.001.
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could be rescued by the overexpression of MID2-MT

(Figure 4A). To further validate the regulatory effect of the

MORC4-MID2 axis on chemoresistance, MCF-7 cells were

infected as indicated in Figure 4A and were treated with

ADM, 5-FU, and DDP at different concentrations for 48

h. CCK-8 assay showed that MORC4 overexpression dra-

matically increased the IC50 of ADM, 5-FU, and DDP in

MCF-7 cells (Figure 4B–D) and also significantly inhibited

drug-induced apoptosis (Figure 4E–G).MID2 inhibition sig-

nificantly suppressed the MORC4-induced IC50 increase

and apoptosis inhibition (Figure 4B–G). However, these

phenotypes were rescued by overexpressing MID2-MT

(Figure 4B–G).

Discussion
Although MORC4 has been demonstrated as an oncogenic

protein in breast cancer, the downstream regulatory effect

is still poorly understood. Via performing bioinformatic

prediction, we found that both MORC4 and STAT3 were

positively co-expressed with MID2 in luminal A/B breast

tumors. Using MCF-7 and BT-474 cells as luminal A/B

representative models, we observed that inhibiting

MORC4 or STAT3 could significantly decrease the expres-

sion MID2 at both mRNA and protein levels, suggesting

a potential modulative effect of MORC4 and STAT3 on

MID2 expression.

STAT3 is transiently activated under normal physiolo-

gical conditions but is frequently overexpressed and acti-

vated in breast cancer.14 There is growing evidence

showed that STAT3 is one of the critical regulators of

tumor-associated signaling pathways in breast cancer. It

modulates the transcriptional intensity of a series of genes

involved in breast cancer cell proliferation, angiogenesis,

epithelial-mesenchymal transition and drug resistance,

such as Bcl-X, Survivin, p21CIP1, Cyclin D1, c-Myc,

VEGF, Vimentin, TWIST, MMP- and MMP-9.15

Therefore, targeting STAT3 has been considered as

a potential therapeutic strategy in breast cancer.16–18 In

some cases, STAT3 does not exert regulatory effects

alone but acts as a transcription co-activator. For example,

STAT3 acts as a PR coactivator and is required for PR

binding in Bcl-X, p21CIP1, and c-Myc promoters.18 It also

co-opts ErbB-2 nuclear function to induce miR-21 expres-

sion, a metastasis-promoting miRNA in breast cancer.14

Using ChIP-qPCR and dual-luciferase assay, we con-

firmed that STAT3 directly bound to and activated the

promoter of MID2, suggesting that MID2 is a novel target

gene of STAT3 in luminal A/B breast tumors. The direct

Figure 4 MID2 is a major downstream modulator of MORC4 in chemoresistance of breast cancer. (A) Western blot analysis of MORC4, MID2, and BCL-2 expression in

MCF-7 cells 48 h after lentivirus-mediated MORC4 overexpression alone, in combination with endogenous MID2 inhibition or in combination with endogenous MID2
inhibition and MID2-MT overexpression. (B–D) Comparison of ADM (B), 5-FU (C) and DDP (D) IC50 value of MCF-7 cells with indicated treatments in Fig. 4A. (E–G)

Summary of the ratio of apoptotic MCF-7 cells with indicated treatments in Fig. 4A and after 48 h treatment of 10 μM ADM (E), 1.5 μg/mL 5-FU (F) and 0.4 μg/mL DDP (G).

*p<0.05; **p<0.01; ***p<0.001.
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physical interaction between MORC4 and STAT3 was also

confirmed. Notably, MORC4 was required for STAT3

binding to the MID2 promoter. These findings collectively

suggest a MORC4-STAT3-MID2 regulatory pathway in

luminal A/B tumors. These three proteins all exert anti-

apoptotic properties in breast cancer cells.8,10,19 Thus, this

pathway was supposed to have an essential role in regulat-

ing the chemosensitivity of breast cancer cells. IC50 and

Annexin V/PI apoptotic assay confirmed that MORC4

could increase the chemoresistance of MCF-7 cells, the

effects of which were weakened by MID2 inhibition but

were restored by MID2-MT overexpression. Although

adjuvant endocrine therapy and chemotherapy treatment

have been used for patients with a high risk of relapse,

both early and late relapses still occur.20 Primary or

acquired chemoresistance is a common cause of

mortality.21,22 Therefore, it would be meaningful to

explore the potential of these proteins as therapeutic tar-

gets of luminal A/B breast cancer in the future.

Altogether, this study revealed a novel regulatory mechan-

ism of MORC4 on MID2 expression via STAT3-mediated

transcriptional activation. This regulatory axis might confer

increased chemoresistance to breast cancer cells.
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